China signs copyright cooperation deal

By ZHANG ZHAO shanghai@chinadaily.com

The gap in development levels between intellectual property businesses in China continues to grow, according to the 2015 China Intellec
tual Property Development Report, which was released on Dec 1 in Beijing.

For six consecutive years, Beijing has been leading the nation, followed by Guangdong province and Shanghai.

The index offers data-driven evid ence on the connection between IP development and economic growth.

The report also shows that the top 30 regions in the country have relatively higher openness and open IP economy.

Lei, head of Beijing’s technology depart ment, introduced several “breakthroughs” that the company may have achieved since its inception in 2011.

Chongqing was the only western region of China that has achieved more than 10 percent growth in IP value.

The report shows that IP development in different regions across China is becoming increasingly balanced,
said Wang Zhongping, a professor of Beijing’s Guanghua Law Firm.

The agreement would consolidate our current achievements, expand cooperation fields and normalize the copyright exchange mechanism,
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